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February 23, 2016 

   Op.Electronics Ltd. introduces the Marksmanship Training System-TOP GUN®  2.0 

Op.Electronics Ltd. is introducing their latest TOP GUN®  Marksmanship Training System, TOP 

GUN®  2.0, which will be on display at the New Product Center at the upcoming IWA Outdoor Classics 

2016 in Nuremberg, Germany. 

 

What is TOP GUN®  2.0? 

TOP GUN®  2.0 is a portable, affordable, and easy-to-use Computer-aided Marksmanship Training 

System that allows users to practice in any indoor space with their own unloaded gun of any caliber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Users dry fire at an electronic target base, and important data such as: Statistical distribution of Hit 

Points, Aiming Path, Triggering Pull Movement, Aiming stability and habitual sighting error, are 

immediately displayed on their computers.  

 

All these feedbacks are most helpful to beginner, target shooter, law enforcement professional, long 

range shooter, or instructor, on the elementary or advanced levels, to enhance their shooting skills.  

 

TOP Features of TOP GUN®  2.0 

 2 ways to secure electro-optic part (E-O Head) on the gun: Rail-mountable or Insertable, making it 

compatible with a wider range of guns. 

 Completely revamped software interface: simple and straightforward, allowing users to setup and 

navigate with ease. 
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 Boresighting Mode: make the calibration smarter and more precise by not only correcting the 

deviation of sighting difference during the calibration process, but also analyzing your aiming stability 

and giving corresponding shooting suggestions. 

 Multiple training modes train and correct different aspects of marksmanship, such as aiming, 

triggering and response time. 

 Durable and long lasting.  

 

Dealers Wanted! 

If you are interested in learning about how to become a TOP GUN®  dealer, please email 

marketing@digi-opto.com for more information on the dealer program.  

 

Op.Electronics will be attending the 2016 IWA Outdoor Classics (Mar. 04 – 07, 2016) at booth #6-406. 

Drop by to view live demonstrations of TOP GUN®  2.0, and chat with staff members to learn more about 

TOPGUN® ’s Dealer Program. We look forward to seeing you at the show! 

 

About Op. Electronics 

Founded in 1989, Op.Electronics Ltd. is a company based in Taiwan that specializes in the design, 

development and manufacturing of high-tech laser and electro-optic products. For more information, 

please contact marketing@digi-opto.com.  
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